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Abstract—The ever increasing traffic demand is a serious
concern of mobile network operators, and the conventional pull-
based (or request-based) communication model may not be able
to handle this data explosion problem. To reduce the traffic load
on cellular links for disseminating content, we propose to push
the content to a subset of subscribers via cellular links, and to
allow the subscribers to share the content via opportunistic local
connectivity (i.e. Wi-Fi ad-hoc mode). We theoretically model and
analyze how the content can be disseminated by both pushing
via cellular links and sharing via Wi-Fi links, where handovers
are modeled based on the multi-compartment model. We also
formulate a mathematical framework to optimize the content
dissemination, by which the trade-off between the dissemination
delay and the energy cost is explored.

I. INTRODUCTION

The data explosion problem in mobile cellular networks has

become the most critical issue [1]. Mobile network operators

(MNOs) seek to mitigate the traffic burden on their cellular

links. As the link capacity enhancement in current mobile cel-

lular networks (e.g., 3G and LTE) is unlikely to keep pace with

the soaring traffic demand due to limited frequency spectrum,

we should investigate this issue from other perspectives.

One of the outstanding trends in the Internet traffic is

that increasingly more traffic is attributed to content-oriented

applications and services. From this perspective, in addition

to the traditional pull-based (request-based) communications,

users (or applications) increasingly tend to subscribe to some

pushing services from content providers (CPs), and the CPs

push the content to subscribers as soon as the content is gen-

erated. For instance, the Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is

one of the most popular pushing services, by which users can

receive the newest photos, documents and video clips. Also

YouTube provides some channel-based subscription service

to push new and popular videos to users. Many applications

in smart phones rely on push mechanisms as well. There are

some studies to demonstrate the advantages of push-based

models over pull-based models in various contexts (e.g., push-

to-peer streaming [2] and mission-critical applications [3]).

From delay perspective, users may not always have to

instantly access the content of interest as soon as the content

is generated. Instead, some delay is tolerable depending on the

users’ daily lives and the content natures. For instance, a new

music video is generated in the morning, but many people

may watch it in the evening or even after some days. Also

as reported in [4], when people download content files, there

is a substantial disparity in the popularity of the files. That
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Fig. 1. An illustration of content dissemination by pushing via cellular links
and by sharing via Wi-Fi links among MSs with handovers

is, only a small portion of content files may be downloaded

by a large number of users, which results in multiple users

downloading the same content multiple times via cellular links

redundantly [4] [5]. Therefore, it is attractive to exploit the

affordable delivery delay in such a way that users can receive

the content via non-cellular links (e.g., Wi-Fi). For instance,

if a user who is to be pushed a file learns that another user

who already got the file is nearby, they can “share” the file

via Wi-Fi ad hoc connectivity.

From the above observations, we propose to use both “push-

ing” (over cellular links) and “sharing” over Wi-Fi links for

the content dissemination to subscribers, which can reduce the

traffic load on cellular links. The content can be of any type,

such as news articles, stock information, advertisements, social

events, weather forecasts, and video clips (which currently

consumes more than a half of the whole mobile traffic [1]).

We simply illustrate how a file is disseminated by pushing

and sharing in Fig. 1. Once a file (to which users have

subscribed) is generated, the CP sends the file to a dissem-

ination server (DS) in the MNO. The DS is in charge of

disseminating the file to the subscribed users until its deadline

(or the maximum tolerable delivery delay). The DS will deliver

the file to the caching spaces of base stations (BSs), each of

which then pushes the file to mobile stations (MSs) of the

subscribed users via cellular links. Note that only a subset

of MSs will receive the file by the pushing. If an MS with

the file opportunistically gets in contact with another nearby

MS without the file, they will set up a Wi-Fi connectivity

to share the file. The opportunistic content delivery by these



“social meets” has been extensively studied in the name of

delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [6] [7] [8] [9]. We assume

that every MS wakes up periodically with a low duty cycle to

probe other MSs nearby for content “sharing” purposes.

The advantages of offloading the cellular traffic by the

opportunistic user-to-user sharing have been discussed in prior

studies [3] [9] [10] [11]. Let us compare pushing and sharing

with other well-known strategies of content dissemination:

• Pull-based Unicast In the traditional pull-based delivery,

the file of interest may be downloaded via cellular links

as many times as the number of subscribers [4] [5].

Meanwhile, our proposed model leverages the social

meets of users, to offload the redundant downloads from

the cellular links to Wi-Fi links.

• Broadcast/Multicast When multiple users (in the same

BS) wish to receive the same content, broadcasting (or

multicasting) would be efficient. However, for broad-

casting, the lowest bit rate is normally used to cover

all the MSs in its cell, which reduces the efficiency

substantially. Moreover, the reliability of the content

delivery is still difficult to achieve. There are also security

issues, such as overhearing in broadcast and complicated

key management in multicast.

The focus of this paper is on how to coordinate the pushing

and the sharing in the dissemination. Also, by using the

multi-compartment model, we discuss how the content is

disseminated among multiple cells with handovers. We further

formulate an optimization framework for the dissemination

performance, and explore the trade-off between the energy cost

and dissemination delay. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first study to theoretically model and analyze the content

dissemination across multiple cells in cellular networks based

on pushing and sharing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After review-

ing the related work in Sec. II, we introduce the system model

in Sec. III, and then detail the content dissemination process in

a single cell and multiple cells in Secs. IV and V, respectively.

We discuss how to optimize the system parameters in Sec.

VI. Numerical results are shown in Sec. VII, followed by

concluding remarks in Sec. VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The epidemic opportunistic content delivery in DTNs has

been extensively studied these years. Zhang et al. [8] develope-

d the differentiation-based model to study the delay of content

delivery in DTNs. For the purpose of energy conservation,

Li et al. [12] designed an opportunistic transmission scheme

to control the content delivery in DTNs. However related

studies on epidemic sharing suffer from slow start and long

completion time, which motivates us to combine pushing and

sharing to expedite the content dissemination.

How to offload traffic from cellular networks by oppor-

tunistic node-to-node sharing has become a hot research topic

recently. Doppler et al. [13] exploited device-to-device com-

munications as an underlay to LTE cellular networks for effi-

cient content delivery. Also Whitebeck et al. [11] demonstrated

TABLE I
VARIABLES AND NOTATION OF THE SYSTEM MODEL

Variable Explanation (default value in evaluation)

bi BS with id i

n number of total BSs (20)

Mi number of MSs in the area of bi (1000)

mk a typical MS with index k

λ average meeting rate of MSs in the cell (0.00001)

φ energy consumption per delivery via Wi-Fi (1)

Φ energy consumption per delivery via cellular link (4)

ρ probing cost per time unit (0.001)

Pinit the amount of initial push (50)

Pfinal the amount of final push (50)

S (t) the function of number of updated MSs in the cell to time t

tO dissemination completion time with only pushing

t∗ dissemination completion time with both sharing and pushing

C (t) accumulative cost function of MSs in the cell to time t

C∗ cost to disseminate content to all MSs in the cell

�xy handover rate of MSs from BS bx to BS by

the effectiveness of push-based offloading strategies based on

practical mobility traces, but related analytic modeling was

missing. The scalability and optimality of content offloading

by exploiting user-to-user contacts were theoretically dis-

cussed in [9], where the balance between bandwidth resource

and user mobility is studied as a social welfare maximization

problem. Similarly, [10] utilized a number of mobile agents to

disseminate contents, and solved the maximization of offload-

ing utility as a knapsack problem. However the above studies

were limited to single cell environments, while we consider

multi-cell environments with handovers of MSs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We illustrate a dissemination scenario in Fig. 1, where there

is one CP and one MNO with three BSs, b1, b2 and b3. Each

BS services multiple MSs in its cell who are interested in the

CP’s content. For example, m1, m2 and m3 are within the cell

of b1. In this paper, we only focus on those MSs who have

subscribed to the content from the CP, and thus ignore other

ones. Even though a single CP may disseminate multiple files

to the MSs periodically or concurrently, we focus a single file

for sake of exposition. Also we do not consider MSs who may

turn off during the dissemination. The notation and the default

values are shown in Table 1.

As for “pushing”, the CP first delivers a file for a particular

group of MSs(its group identifier is needed) to the DS of the

MNO. In a cellular network, the location management entity

(LME) [14] keeps track of the locations of the MSs. Thus,

along with the LME, the DS knows: (i) which MSs have

subscribed the content, and (ii) which MSs of the group are

serviced by each BS. Then the DS will dispatch the file to all

the BSs that service the MSs. Each BS will initially push the

content file to some of the MSs in its cell. For instance, BS b1
will deliver the content to m1 at the beginning. There can be

different strategies regarding which MSs will be pushed first,



but this is out of the scope of this paper (see [9] and [15] for

details). In our paper we deploy a random strategy which we

will describe later in Sec. IV-B.

As for “sharing”, MSs will move with a certain mobility

model. According to [6] [7] [8] and [9], the intervals between

consecutive meets of any pair of MSs, called the inter-contact

times (ICTs), are assumed to follow an exponential distribu-

tion. Also based on the measurements in [6], we assume that

MSs at different places will have different mobility patterns

and thus MSs at different BSs will have different mean rates

of inter-contacts, denoted as λi for BS bi, (also called meeting

rate interchangeably). For instance, a park area will have

a longer ICT than a subway station. Each MS periodically

probes to check whether there is any nearby MS that holds

the content being disseminated. We assume the MSs are

synchronized and the probing is triggered with a sufficiently

low duty cycle, say, during the first 5ms period in every

second. (The energy consumption per time unit due to probing

is denoted by ρ.) If there is, two MSs will share the content

via ad-hoc Wi-Fi connectivity. For instance, m1 occasionally

meets m2 and shares the content, and later m2 meets and

shares with m3. If an MS obtained the content by either

pushing or sharing, we say the MS is “updated”.

Some MSs do not like to participate in carrying and sharing

content with others due to security, privacy or cost issues.

In this paper, we will exclude those MSs from the model.

Note that related security and privacy issues in sharing can

be handled by some prior work in opportunistic DTN such as

[16] [17]. Also since the focus of this paper is to model and

analyze how the content can be disseminated across multiple

cells in a macro perspective, we assume that the content can

be shared successfully via Wi-Fi during the meets with fairly

high bit rates.

With the initial pushing and sharing, some MSs may not be

able to obtain the content for a long time due to the limitation

of the opportunistic sharing. Those MSs will request the final

push from the BS, to be detailed later in Sec. IV-B.

IV. CONTENT DISSEMINATION IN A SINGLE CELL

In this section, we discuss the content dissemination within

a single cell. For simplicity, we temporarily assume that for

a certain amount of duration, the MSs will stay in a single

cell and will not make handovers. We will discuss the case

of multiple cells with handovers in Sec. V. As we consider a

single BS in this section, we omit the BS’s index i.

A. Content Dissemination by Sharing Only

We first focus on how the content is gradually disseminated

to MSs over time t in a single cell by sharing only, where the

number of MSs who are to receive the content is denoted by

M . Let S(t) be the state of the continuous-time Markov chain

system, which indicates the number of MSs that have received

the content until time t by sharing. We will obtain S(t) from

its derivative based on the similar methodology as used in [8]

and [12]; thus we show only the main steps for the sake of

simplicity.

Due to the synchronized probing among MSs, an MS, say

mk, will always be able to discover other MSs in the Wi-Fi

range. During a short period, say Δt, the probability for mk

to get the content from any MS who already got the content

within Δt, denoted by θt,t+Δt (mk), can be calculated by

θt,t+Δt (mk) = 1− (
1− (

1− e−λΔt
))S(t)

. (1)

Then summing this probability across all the MSs that have not

received the content at time t, the current number of updated

MSs after Δt, S(t+Δt), can be calculated as

S (t+Δt) = S (t) +

M−S(t)∑
k=1

θt,t+Δt (mk), (2)

whose expectation is given by

E [S (t+Δt)] = E [S (t)] + (M − E [S (t)]) ·E [θt,t+Δt (x)]
(3)

We obtain the derivative of E [S (t)] by letting Δt → 0,

•
E [S (t)] = lim

Δt→0

E[S(t+Δt)]−E[S(t)]
Δt

= lim
Δt→0

(M−E[S(t)])·
(
1−(1−(1−e−λΔt))

S(t)
)

Δt

=(M − E [S (t)]) (λ · E [S (t)]).

(4)

By solving the above ordinary differential equation (ODE), we

finally obtain the function S(t) by

S (t) =
S (0)MeMλt

M − S (0) + S (0) eMλt
. (5)

Note that if there is no MS who has the content at the

beginning, i.e., S(0) = 0, S (t) will always be zero. Therefore,

the BS should push the file to at least one MS, i.e., S(0) = 1,

and then the MS with the content will disseminate the file to

other MSs by sharing. Thus, S(t) starting with only a single

seed will increase by sharing over time as

S (t) =
MeMλt

M − 1 + eMλt
. (6)

From Eq. (5) we can calculate the required delay, treq , to

disseminate the content to Sdes MSs (1 ≤ Sdes ≤ M ) by,

treq = S−1 (Sdes) =
log

(
Sdes(M−S(0))
S(0)(M−Sdes)

)
Mλ

. (7)

S(t) from Eq. (5) in real domain cannot reach M in a

finite time, which means lim
t→+∞S (t) = M , and thus the

dissemination completion time with only sharing, denoted by

tO, would be tO = S−1 (M) = +∞. However S(t) actually

takes integer values, so we define that the dissemination will

be completed when S (t) = M − η, where η, 0 < η � 1,

takes a sufficiently small value, (e.g., η = 1). Then,

tO = S−1 (M) ≈ S−1 (M − η) =
log

(
(M−η)(M−1)

η

)
Mλ

. (8)



B. Content Dissemination with Initial Push and Final Push

We illustrate S(t) from Eq. (5) in Fig. 2(a), and we observe

that the content dissemination only by sharing (starting with

only a single seed) suffers from both a slow start and a slow

convergence, due to the limitation of the opportunistic sharing.

Therefore, we propose to increase the number of MSs who

receive the content from the BS to reduce the delay..
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(a) Content dissemination curve by
sharing with a single seed
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Fig. 2. How much can one more push accelerate the content dissemination?

In order to investigate “when” the BS should push the

content for efficient dissemination, we evaluate how much

dissemination completion time is reduced by pushing the

content to one more MS at an arbitrary time (X-axis), as

shown in Fig. 2(b). We observe that the additional pushing

at the beginning and at the end can reduce the dissemination

completion time most compared.

Therefore, we propose to disseminate content by three steps:

(1) the BS pushes the file to a certain number of MSs at the

beginning, denoted by Pinit, which is actually S(0) in Eq.

(5); (2) the MSs will share the content file via opportunistic

meeting; (3) when most of the MSs have received the content

and there are still Pfinal not-yet-updated MSs, the BS finally

pushes the file to them.

How to choose which MSs appropriately for initial pushing

is out of the scope (see related work in [9] and [15]). Here we

use a random strategy as follows: for each BS, the DS will

calculate the optimal number of initial pushing Pinit based

on the environments in each cell (refer to the optimization

framework in Sec. VI), and send the file to the BS, along with

the ratio of Pinit

M , the interest identifier and the dissemination

deadline. Then each BS broadcasts a short message containing

the information, and each MS who is interested in the content

will reply to the BS with the probability of Pinit

M to confirm the

initial pushing. In this way, the BS can push the file to Pinit

MSs probabilistically. At the deadline, the MSs who have not

obtained the content will ask the BS to push the content to

them finally. Each BS does not need to track the status of each

MS and the dissemination progress.

Therefore, given the estimated Pinit and Pfinal, the time to

push the content to all the Pfinal MSs who have not received

the content, denoted by t∗, is when the number of updated MSs

S(t) becomes M − Pfinal. Thus t∗ becomes the practically

dissemination completion time with both pushing and sharing.

Based on Eq. (7), we have

t∗ = S−1 (M − Pfinal) =
log

(
(M−Pfinal)(M−Pinit)

PfinalPinit

)
Mλ

. (9)

Finally the content dissemination function S(t) becomes a

piece-wise function as follows,

S (t) =

⎧⎨
⎩

Pinit t = 0,
PinitMeMλt

M−Pinit+PiniteMλt 0 < t < t∗,
M t∗ ≤ t.

(10)

C. Content Dissemination Energy Cost

The energy consumption is a critical issue for mobile

networks because of the limited power supply of mobile

devices. We mainly discuss the energy consumed at MSs for

the content dissemination, which consists of:

• Probing: MSs periodically wake up with a sufficient duty

cycle to detect whether there are nearby MSs with the

content. We use ρ to denote the energy cost per time

unit for probing, which is much smaller than those of

receiving the content via a cellular link and sharing the

content via a Wi-Fi link.

• Pushing via cellular link: We use Φ to denote the energy

cost for receiving a file by BS’s unicast via a cellular link.

• Sharing via Wi-Fi link: We use φ to denote the energy

cost for transmitting and receiving a file from one MS

to another via a Wi-Fi link. In practical, transmitting and

receiving may consume different energy cost, but as they

are will be just constants in our model, we hence assume

the same value of them for simplicity, which will not

affect our modeling. Thus the sharing of a file by Wi-Fi

will cost 2φ. From the measurements in [18] and [19], Φ
is greater than φ, and both are greater than ρ.

Therefore the accumulative energy cost for all MSs until

time t can be then derived from Eq. (10) as follows:

C (t) =⎧⎨
⎩

ΦPinit t = 0,
ΦPinit + 2φ (S (t)− Pinit) +Mρt 0 < t < t∗,

Φ(Pinit+Pfinal)+2φ(M−Pinit−Pfinal)+Mρt∗ t∗ ≤ t.
(11)

And after t∗, the energy cost for dissemination completion,

denoted by C∗, can be calculated as

C∗ =
Φ(Pinit + Pfinal) + 2φ (M − Pinit − Pfinal) +Mρt∗.

(12)

V. CONTENT DISSEMINATION FOR MULTIPLE CELLS

If we consider a number of BSs covering a large area, we

should model the handovers among the cells, which strongly

affect the content dissemination collectively. For instance, a

BS covering a subway station will have many incoming and

outgoing handover MSs, which either have the content or not.

Thus we propose to adopt the multi-compartment model [20]

to describe the content dissemination in a multi-cell scenario

with handovers, based on the assumption that MSs’ handovers

follow a certain random process.



The multi-compartment model is commonly used in the

biology fields (e.g., pharmacokinetics and biomedicine) to in-

vestigate the density of materials (e.g., drugs) in blood among

different cells or parts of the organism, called compartments,

and to track how the blood with the materials is circulating

among compartments with some transition rates [20] [21].

These transitions from one compartment to another are similar

to the handovers of MSs.

There have been some related studies for modeling han-

dovers as a random process in [22] and [23]. According

to these studies, the cell dwell time of an MS statistically

follows a certain probability distribution (e.g., exponential

distribution). We use the average rate of the random process

model to represent the handover rate.

In an example scenario in Fig. 3(a), there are four cells b1,

b2, b3 and b4, and between two neighbor BSs, the MSs are

performing handovers in or out with a certain rate, denoted

by �xy , which is defined as the probability that an MS moves

from BS bx to another BS by during a time unit. Note that

handover rates can be obtained or estimated based on practical

measurements by BSs and the LME in the MNO.

(a) A multi-cell sce-
nario

(b) How does the handover affect the content dis-
semination?

Fig. 3. Modeling the handovers in the content dissemination

The multi-compartment model is based not only on the

handover rates but also on the number of the MSs, Mi, at

each BS, bi. We consider two kinds of scenarios for handovers

to calculate Mi: (a) non-steady-state scenario, where the

number of the MSs at each cell dynamically changes, for

instance, a BS in a residential area during commuting time; (b)

steady-state scenario, where the number of MSs at each cell

can be assumed to be unchanged if the incoming handovers

and outgoing handovers balance.

We also define the neighborhood set, Ωi, which includes all

neighbor BSs of bi, for instance, Ω1 = {b2, b3} in Fig. 3(a).

A. Non-steady-state Modeling of MSs in Multiple Cells

In non-steady-state scenarios, Mi of each BS bi is dy-

namically changing; thus we use function Mi(t) since Mi

is changing over time t. Therefore, in a short period, its

derivative,
•
Mi (t), can be calculated based on the difference

between incoming MSs and outgoing MSs as follows,

•
Mi (t) = −Mi (t)

∑
bk∈Ωi

�ik +
∑

bk∈Ωi

(�kiMk (t)). (13)

Thus, for the n BSs, there will be n equations, which for-

mulate a 1st-order linear homogenous ODE system. Referring

to [24] and [25], the general solution is given by

Mi (t) =
n2∑
z=1

Aze
Bz(t−Cz), (14)

where the coefficients Az , Bz and Cz are coefficient constants

that can be calculated straightforward, but we will skip the

details due to space limit (see related work in [24] and [25]).

B. Steady-State Modeling of MSs in Multiple Cells

When the BSs are in a steady-state, the incoming and

outgoing MSs practically make no change to the number of

MSs at each BS. Then Mi(t) of any BS bi will be fixed to a

static number Mi, which simplifies Eq. (13) to,

−Mi

∑
bk∈Ωi

�ik +
∑

bk∈Ωi

(�kiMk) = 0. (15)

Therefore, n BSs will generate a linear system with n equa-

tions, which can be easily solved to get Mi of each BS in the

steady-state scenario.

C. How Handovers Affect the Content Dissemination

From the previous two subsections, we obtain the number

of MSs at each cell in either non-steady-state or steady-state

scenario. Thus, along with the known handover rates, we

analyze how the handovers affect the content dissemination

among cells based on the multi-compartment model. Note that

we change S(t) to S(t) to describe the dissemination function

with handovers in multi-cell scenarios.

As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), at an arbitrary time t, there are

Sx(t) updated MSs in cell bx and Sy(t) updated MSs in cell

by , which are represented by the light blue solid rectangles.

Then during a short period, there will be two types of MSs in

the cell: (a) MSs who are performing handovers; (b) MSs who

are sharing the content. Note that we assume that during the

period, (a)-type MSs will not share the file, and (b)-type MSs

will not perform handovers. Then the red dashed rectangles

represent the (a)-type MSs, who move from one cell to another,

and the dark blue shadowed rectangles represent the newly

updated MSs during the period shared by (b)-type MSs.

In the non-steady-state scenario, considering those two types

of MSs, the derivative function of Si(t) of BS bi can be

extended based on Eq. (4) as follows,

•
Si (t) =

(Mi (t)− Si (t))

(
1− ∑

bk∈Ωi

�ik

)(
λ

(
1− ∑

bk∈Ωi

�ik

)
Si (t)

)

− ∑
bk∈Ωi

�ikSi (t) +
∑

bk∈Ωi

(lkiSk (t)).

(16)

And for the steady-state scenario, the Mi(t) becomes Mi.

Finally, there will be a complicated ODE system with n
differential equations for modeling the content dissemination

with both pushing and sharing in multi-cell scenario.

In the steady-state scenario, the number of MSs at each

BS is constant; thus, the above ODE system is a 1st-order

quadratic homogenous ODE system with constant coefficient,



which is a Riccati type matrix differential equation system.

Jodar et al. [26] discussed its closed analytical approximation

solution. Also Darling [27] proposed to convert the Riccati

matrix different equations to 2nd-order linear ODE system

to obtain explicit solutions. In non-steady-state scenario, the

ODE system becomes a 1st-order quadratic homogenous ODE

system with variable coefficients, which is difficult to obtain

its exact analytical solution, but can be approximated by

the power series methodology (see [28]). Furthermore, the

homotopy perturbation method can be also applied to obtain

the approximation of S(t) (see [29]). Due to the limited space,

we skip the details of the solving procedure.

Regarding the energy cost for content dissemination in

multiple cells with handovers, based on the above Si(t) in

Eq.(16), we can also easily extend Ci(t) in Eq. (11) and C∗
i

in Eq. (12), which are denoted by Ci(t) and C
∗
i , respectively.

VI. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

From previous modeling of the content dissemination in a

single cell and multiple cells with handovers, we discuss the

optimization framework for the DS in the MNO to allocate the

Pinit and Pfinal to all BSs, in order to achieve the minimum

dissemination completion time and energy cost.

A. Minimum Dissemination Completion Delay

From Fig. 2(a), the effective allocation of the number of ini-

tial pushing and final pushing becomes critical for accelerating

the content dissemination procedure for a shorter completion

time. Then the problem becomes that, at any BS, by given

a specific upper bound of the number of MSs that are going

to be pushed, Ptotal, how to find the optimal values of Pinit

and Pfinal to achieve the minimum dissemination completion

time t∗ referring to Eq. (9):

min
Pinit,Pfinal

{t∗}
Subject to : Pinit + Pfinal = Ptotal.

(17)

We replace Pfinal by Pfinal = Ptotal − Pinit, and find the

minimum value by letting ∂t∗
∂Pinit

= 0, so that the optimal value

of Pinit is found as Pinit =
Ptotal

2 , which means that the BS

should always equally allocate the number of initial pushing

and that of final pushing so that the dissemination completion

time t∗ can be minimized, regarding a limited total number

of pushing. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we will just

focus on the number of initial pushing, Pinit, and consider

Pfinal = Pinit by default. Note that the values of Pinit and

Pfinal should be less than the M
2 .

B. Minimum Dissemination Completion Cost

Referring to the measurements in [18] and [19], Φ is several

times larger than φ for one content delivery. If a BS pushes

the content to more MSs via the cellular link in order to get

a smaller t∗, it may consume more energy; otherwise if a BS

pushes to less MSs inducing a larger t∗, it may also consume

a large amount of probing energy over time. Thus we have the

problem on how to find the optimal value of Pinit to minimize

the energy cost for completing the dissemination as follows,

min
Pinit

{C∗} . (18)

Based on Eq. (12), we use the similar method in the previous

subsection to solve ∂C∗
∂Pinit

= 0, and find the optimal Pinit for

the minimum C∗ as,

Pinit =
M

2
−

√
Mλ (Mλ (Φ− 2φ)− 8ρ) (Φ− 2φ)

2λ (Φ− 2φ)
, (19)

under the condition of,

(Mλ (Φ− 2φ)− 8ρ) (Φ− 2φ) ≥ 0. (20)

Then we can obtain the minimum C∗ referring to Eq. (12).

When the condition in Eq. (20) equals to or less than 0, the

optimal Pinit with Pinit =
M
2 will lead to the minimum C∗.

In the multi-cell scenario, each BSs, bi, can locally calculate

the optimal Piniti to minimize the energy cost C∗
i , unless there

is a limitation on the total number of the MSs being pushed

among all BSs, Pbudget, which is smaller than the sum of the

local optimal values of Piniti , that is

∑
∀bi

Piniti < Pbudget <
∑
∀bi

(
argmin
Piniti

C
∗
i

)
. (21)

With this constraint, the local optimization for each cell will

not guarantee the minimum energy cost among all BSs. So the

problem extends as

min
→

Pinit

{∑
∀bi

C
∗
i

}

subject to :
∑
∀bi

Piniti < Pbudget.
(22)

It is hard to verify the convexity of C
∗ to Pinit. So we

will firstly approximate the above objective function based on

the power series methodology (see [28]), and then carry out

numerical analysis.

C. Conjunctive Minimization of Delay and Cost

Because CPs, MNOs and MSs all desire for both minimum

delay t∗ and cost C∗, we try to carry out overall optimization

on both of them. Due to the different unit of time and energy,

we bring a weight factor, w, to combine t∗ and C∗ conjunc-

tively, which is also considered as the Pareto-optimality , and

w indicates the emphasis on either the cost or delay. Thus, for

a single cell, we have the following minimization problem:

min
Pinit

{t∗ + w · C∗} . (23)

We solve it by letting
∂(t∗+w·C∗)

∂Pinit
= 0, and then obtain the

solution as:

Pinit =
M

2
−

√
λ (M2λ (Φ− 2φ)− 8Mρ− 4w) (Φ− 2φ)

2λ (Φ− 2φ)
,

(24)

with a condition that(
M2λ (Φ− 2φ)− 8Mρ− 4w

)
(Φ− 2φ) ≥ 0. (25)



For the multi-cell scenario, if there is a constraint on the

total amount of pushing, Pbudget, the same to Eq. (21), each

BS cannot push as it wants for local optimality between the

delay and the cost; instead, all BSs must endeavor for the

global optimization for following problem,

min
→

Pinit

{∑
bi

(t∗i + w · C∗
i )

}

subject to :
∑
∀bi

Piniti < Pbudget,
(26)

which is hard to find the minimum value by open-form

solutions. Similar to previous subsection, we carry out approx-

imation on the objective function for just numerical results.

VII. EVALUATION

We simulate the continuous-time Markov system of our

proposed model in Mathematica 8 along with the support of

Matlab 2010 and Maple 14. For the purpose of evaluating

the model realistically, we set the parameters with reasonable

values based on previous mobility work in [7]: the meeting rate

λi among MSs is from 0.0000001 to 0.0001 per second, and

the number of MSs under one BS, Mi, is within the range

from 300 to 3000. Also referring to [18] and [19], we set

φ = 1, Φ = 4, and ρ = 0.001 per second by default. Note that

the default values of the parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation on S(t) and t∗

A. Content Dissemination within One Single Cell

The evaluation of the dissemination function S(t) in Eq.

(10) and the completion time t∗ in Eq. (9) are shown in Fig.

4. From Fig. 4(a), when there is only one push (Pinit = 1)

at the beginning, the number of updated MSs starts to grow

slowly, and converges to the dissemination completion slowly

as well. When we increase the value of initial pushing, Pinit,

the dissemination procedure can be greatly shortened.

Regarding the completion time t∗, we observe that a cell

with a small number of MSs will suffer from a large t∗, but a

larger value for initial pushing Pinit can reduce t∗ dramatically

as shown in Fig. 4(b). This indicates that when adjusting the

values of initial pushing for the BSs, it is more beneficial

to push more copies to small cells from the perspective of

dissemination completion time. Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) both show

that larger values of λ and M can significantly accelerate the

dissemination and thus shorten t∗, because larger λ and M
mean the higher probability that the MS can meet other MSs

and thus be able to get the content by sharing. However, the

benefit of increasing Pinit is not significant when the meeting

rate is high, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of C(t) - accumulative energy cost by time

The accumulative energy cost function of C(t) in Eq. (11) is

evaluated as shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5(a), we observe that

the value of Pinit has two-side impact on the C(t): a small

Pinit (Pinit = 1) will induce a long completion time, but the

probing will consume a lot and thus C(t) becomes quite large;

however a large value of Pinit (Pinit = 125) can reduce t∗

dramatically, but because of the more expensive energy cost

for cellular links, it still consumes more C∗ than that when

Pinit = 25. This falls into the optimization framework on

C∗ in Sec. VI-B, which we will discuss in later paragraphs.

Furthermore, we calculate the energy cost per updated MS

over time as shown in Fig. 5(b), and we discover that a large

group will actually reduce the energy cost for each individual

MS due to sharing.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of C∗ - the energy cost for dissemination completion

The evaluation on the energy cost for dissemination comple-

tion C∗ in Eq. (6) is shown in Fig. 6. The relationship between

Pinit and C∗ in Fig. 6(a) reflects our optimization framework

in Sec. VI-B; Pinit can be adjusted for a minimized C∗ under

the condition in Eq. (20). In the case that the condition is not

satisfied (λ = 0.000002 in Fig. 6(a)), the optimal Pinit for

minimizing C∗ will be M
2 . Also when λ is larger, the optimal



Pinit for minimum C∗ is smaller. And also from Fig. 6(b), a

higher meeting rate λ means more frequent social sharing via

Wi-Fi, and it can significantly reduce the C∗, due to the lower

energy cost of Wi-Fi links.
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Fig. 7. Trade-off between C∗ and t∗ for completing the dissemination

The trade-off between C∗ and t∗ is explored in Fig. 7(b)

and 7(a), when we adjusting Pinit with different numbers of

MSs and meeting rates. there is always a valley in the C∗-

t∗ curve, where C∗ gets minimized (referring to Eq. (18)).

The part of the curve on the left of the valley, where C∗

and t∗ are in an inverse relation, defines the boundary of

the achievable delay-energy region (emphasized within the

dashed rectangles) when Pinit is higher than argmin
Pinit

{C∗}.

This reflects the Pareto-optimal between C∗ and t∗ discussed

in Sec. VI-C, and depending on the weight factor w, it is

easy to find an optimal balance between C∗ and t∗ within the

rectangle areas. On the right part of the curve, when Pinit is

not sufficiently large, the system will suffer from both high

energy cost and long dissemination completion time.

B. Content Dissemination within Multiple Cells
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Fig. 8. Content Dissemination in Multi-cell Scenario with Handovers

For investigating the content dissemination in multi-cell

scenario with handovers, we evaluate the MNO network in Fig.

3(a) as a typical example. At the beginning, for Mi and λi for

each cell, we randomly assign practical values as introduced

previously. Also the handover rates are set between 0.01 to

0.2 randomly, because the handover rates are not too high in

real measurements [22] and [23].

We firstly plot Si(t) of each cell without applying the

handover rates as shown in Fig. 8(a). We can see that each

BS completes the content dissemination separately, regardless

of either the very slow dissemination of b2 in green color (the

diamond dashed curve) with M2 = 558, or the very fast one

of b3 in red color (the circle dotted curve) with M3 = 590.

Then we apply the handover rates to the model and examine

Mi(t) as shown in Fig. 8(b). Each BS changes the number

of MSs due to the handovers of the MSs, and finally Mi(t)
converges to a steady-state around 520 seconds. Note that we

approximately assume the steady-state when the change of

Mi(t) per second is small than 1. The corresponding plot of

Si(t) is shown in Fig. 8(c), and we can see the BSs complete

the dissemination at the same time around 783 seconds. This

is mainly because when MSs are performing handovers, some

of them carry the content but the other do not; each cell

will then exchange its both not-yet-updated MSs and updated

MSs with its neighbor cells. The cells, which originally

disseminate content fast, will “help” those who suffer from

slow dissemination. Therefore, Si(t) of BSs together grow and

finally complete with same t∗ in a harmonized manner.

C. Optimization Framework
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The minimization of C∗ in a single cell is shown in Fig.

9(a) , 9(b) and 9(c). Note that the X-axis is in log scale. We

see that with a larger meeting rate λ, the BS can adjust Pinit

to a smaller value for getting the minimum C∗. But when

λ goes smaller below a boundary (referring to the condition

in Eq. (20)), the BS will only have to set Pinit to M
2 for



the minimum C∗, which means to push the content to all of

its MSs. The Pareto-optimality between the delay and energy

cost is evaluated in Fig. 9(c), which indicates if the MNO

system emphasizes more on the energy cost (a higher value of

w), Pinit should be set to a higher value until M
2 . Fig. 9(d)

shows the evaluation on the Pbudget-constrained optimization

in the multi-cell scenario (20 cells with reasonable parameter-

s). Depending on the boundary condition in Eq. (21), when

Pbudget is sufficient, BSs can freely adjust Piniti’s values

individually for both local and global minimum cost; when

Pbudget is not enough, the minimum energy cost increases.

Also Σ(t∗i +w ·Ci
∗) follows the same trend. Note that when

Pbudget is quite small, BSs will have small Piniti , so BSs will

mostly rely on the ICT-based sharing, and thus suffer from

high energy cost and large delay.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed to reduce the traffic load on

cellular links by coordinating pushing and sharing for dissem-

inating delay-tolerant content. Content dissemination can be

adaptively accelerated or decelerated to satisfy performance

requirements by adjusting the initial and final pushing rates.

The multi-compartment model can be adopted for modeling

the content dissemination among multiple cells with handovers

in cellular networks. The proposed optimization framework

can be used by MNOs to control the pushing strategy for the

objectives such as the minimum delay or minimum cost.

The lessons from the analytic studies are summarized as

follows: pushing more copies to cells with the fewer MSs

can be more beneficial for reducing the completion delay

(Fig. 4(b)); the more users participate in sharing, the more

energy saving can be achieved due to the sharing (Fig. 5(b));

the completion delay and energy cost exhibit an inverse

relation, which reflects the Pareto-optimality when the required

completion delay is small (the dashed boxes in Fig. 7(a)); if

the requirement of completion delay is long, the energy cost

of neighborhood monitoring will be overwhelming as shown

in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b); the handovers among cells mix the MSs

with or without the content, which implies a balance of overall

completion delays among cells, and hence BSs can finish

the content dissemination to their MSs with almost similar

delays (Fig. 8(c)). In the future, we will extend the model for

more practical scenarios such as heterogeneous mobility and

transmission failure probability.
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